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Gifts

From The Editor . . .

Every once in awhile a gift comes out of nowhere. Our little duo was
performing, this fall, at a Highland Games and at the evening ceilidh we were
seated at a table that also had a “reserved” sign for the fiddlers. We had no
idea who these fiddlers were, but soon learned that one was the famous Bonnie
Rideout. I about fell out of my chair on hearing her name and realizing we’d be
seated next to her all evening. But the real gift was when she performed a song
off her Scotland’s Fiddle Piobaireachd Volume 2 CD, entitled “Lament for the
Horses of Uist.” She wrote this song as one of only 14 bagpipe-style piobaireachds
ever written for the fiddle. I believe I heard her tell one of the other fiddlers that she
played this on her new album, but not like she had just done that night. For Celt and non-Celt alike
it was stirring, melancholy and exhilarating all at once, and she received a standing ovation. What
a gift! Now she has agreed to an interview with Celtic Guide . . . another fine gift.
We also have an interview, inside, with a Celtic singer out of Maine, and next year we should
have an interview in February with a new Celtic fusion group out of Spain. This will be the 16th
country we’ve heard from! We get around. Just this past weekend I met a couple in Washington,
DC – Adam and Jeané MacLeod. Adam’s grandfather’s brother was one of the men who went
down with the ship in the story Alison told us about the Iolaire. Jeané is Afrikaans and got a big
kick out of the issue that had a short story and PDF link to an epic story written in Afrikaans. Adam
is a bagpiper. We visited and talked about all this for three hours, totally unplanned. Small world!
Inside, you will find a jam-packed issue of one gift after another. Every year, this December issue
brings some real surprises, with its no-holds-barred theme of “Gifts.” It is a chance for all of our
contributors to choose whatever they think our readers will enjoy. They deserve a wonderful thanks,
even a standing ovation, themselves, for how dedicated they have been to this little venture.
As the year wanes, and the holidays bring us closer together, we can only say that we look
forward to next year as year number five of offerings from around the globe that you just aren’t
going to find anywhere else. With 2016 on her way, our hearts go out to all – contributors and
readers alike.
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Bonnie Rideout
A Celtic Guide

Interview

by James A. McQuiston FSA Scot
USA

EDITOR’S NOTE: I’ve long been proud to
say that I’ve met and shook hands with some
of the best Celtic fiddlers in the world, from
Natalie MacMaster to Alasdair Fraser, from
Jeremy Kittel to Melinda Crawford. Now I
get to add one more to my list, and what an
add. I met Bonnie Rideout at the Edinboro
Highland Games by a sheer twist of fate, and
heard her blow the audience away with a
wonderful song she had written. Now I get to
ask her a few questions. Let’s get to it!
CG: Welcome, Bonnie, to the pages of Celtic
Guide. I’d like to start the interview with this
question – What possessed you to take up the
fiddle, and at what age?
BR: I was eight years old and I found a fiddle
in my mother’s closet. Both my parents are
musicians. My mother still teaches piano. I
grew up in a musical family but realized early
on that piano wasn’t my instrument. The violin
was more tactile and I fell in love with it at first
sight.
CG: Who or what has been your inspiration
to carry fiddle playing to such a high and
precise level?
BR: Again - my parents were a big part of this.
Both play the Scottish music of their heritage.
We didn’t have a TV, so music was one way to
entertain ourselves as a family. I also enjoyed

playing by ear with my teacher in the one room
schoolhouse in Maine where I attended for part
of the year, each year growing up. The other
part of the year we lived in Michigan, where I
was fortunate enough to participate in orchestra
and private lessons. Being able to read music
allowed me the ability to delve deeper into the
fiddle tradition, since so much Scottish fiddle
music has been written down for centuries.
For many years I spent summers in Scotland
playing with fiddlers such as Ron Gonnella
and Angus Cameron, and in several different
Strathspey and Reel Society fiddle orchestras.
A farmer (and fiddler) named Jim Falconer
was an important early influence. There were no
such things as “workshops” or “fiddle camps”
back in the late 70s/early 80s, so I pretty much
just played along with people and picked up the
style that way.
I felt it was crucial for me to live in Scotland
and work in rural areas in the North East and
the Western Isles if I was to play Scottish
fiddle music. Eventually I moved to Scotland.
There is something very important about being
physically in the landscape. The landscape is
in the music, particularly in piobaireachd, and
it was important for me to immerse myself in
it (as well as the Gaelic language and culture),
in order for me to fully grasp where the music
comes from.
I definitely feel I’m only the medium for the
music which passes through me...it doesn’t start
from me...it’s much bigger than that.
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CG: I know you’ve been involved in many
fiddle competitions, both as a contestant and
as a judge. Can you tell us about a few of the
most significant honors you have received
through contests or in general?
BR: In general, I’m not a big fan of competitions.
They have their downside. But the upside with
competitions is the opportunity to teach what I
know and I like that.
I’ve always told the contestants that my
adjudication sheet is more important than the
outcome that particular day.
Also, competitions are obviously a resumé
builder for young musicians getting started....
they need something in their bio that can be
used to publicize their gigs and so on. Winning
at the national level can be a boost in that area.
I used to win competitions throughout the U.S.
and Scotland, both nationally and regionally.
I guess I have enough silver to put on a fancy
dinner party - but it was truly the comments of
the judges that was the real gold for me and my
reason to compete. I stopped competing by the
time I was 21. I became an adjudicator shortly
after that.
This year (2015), I heard the highest level
of playing at the U.S. Nationals than I’ve ever
heard before.

capacities, a tie- breaker could be something as
simple as who is having more fun and trying to
connect with their audience....it is a performance
after all.
CG: You’ve just returned from Scotland,
and have traveled all over the world. Do you
have a favorite place, or maybe a few favorite
places?
BR: Yes of course, I have many.
I have three children whom I will send on
three different quests with my divided ashes.
This will be known to them when I’m gone, but
let’s just say mountains and sea are involved.
I used to live on the Isle of Skye and miss it
every day.
I always enjoy the audiences and the hiking
opportunities in Alaska.
I spend a lot of time volunteering in the
mountainous region of Copan, Honduras where
my husband and I have built almost thirty
primary schools since 1998. We started a nonprofit called the CELTINO Foundation to help
the rebuild in Honduras after Hurricane Mitch
devastated the country. It is a beautiful part of
the world where there is much need. We also
use the schools to provide medical and dental
brigades several times a year.

CG: As a judge, what do you look for in a CG: I’ve asked this of other musicians, with
contestant – is it skill, is it soul, or something surprisingly different results. Your music is
else?
so soulful. Do you ever get lost in the music,
as if your mind is somewhere else, or are
BR: All of the above and more. Obviously the you focused every second on every note and
basics such as rhythm, intonation, technical motion?
skill, etc. are important. But I also want to hear
a contestant who has a full grasp of the genre BR: I totally get lost in the music - once, I
– one who can play with a lilt, propel a dancer dropped my bow in the middle of playing a
with their bow, or make one shed a tear with their piobaireachd I was so relaxed and lost in the
lament. I look for feeling and authenticity.
music.
I like when a fiddler embraces the tradition
If I am singing from within, it will come
but knows just how much of himself/herself to through my fingers and also help my phrasing.
put into the music to make it their own. If there (I have a tendency to not give enough breath
are two fiddlers whom I feel are equal in such at the ends of my phrases when I’m feeling
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anxious). If I think too much, I’m more likely to
play less musically.
During more difficult technical passages I
naturally need to pay more attention to what my
fingers are doing.
I use imagery often, sometimes just colors
enter my mind. Like meditation, it is nice when
words leave the mind.

The most difficult part of my occupation
is not the music. It is the music industry.
Navigating the business side of things has been
a roller coaster, especially since the invention of
the Internet. People don’t want to pay for music
any more, and downloaded music is played
more than CD’s now.
Unless one has lived the life of a touring
musician, it would be hard to know how truly
exhausting it is.

CG: How deeply do you study the history
of the events or instances that inspire your
songwriting – for instance, the story of the CG: What’s on the horizon for Bonnie
horses of Uist?
Rideout?
BR: Study and research are a big part of my
music and my recording projects. Sometimes,
as with my piobaireachd “The Lament for the
Horses of Uist,” I am driven by a story I hear
and let the music tell the story. Other times,
such as on my recording “Harlaw - 1411,” an
event is represented in music.
It took three years of research and collaboration to create the story of Harlaw through
music. We added a narration disc as well.
My producer, John Purser, is a well- known
anthropologist and scholar (and author of the
definitive book, Scotland’s Music).
He had already done a tremendous amount of
research on the subject and we found amazing
musicians to contribute their renditions of the
music we uncovered.

BR: I have two recording projects in infancy
stages and will relay more on my website as
they develop (www.bonnierideout.com). One
is another historic project along the lines of
“HARLAW.” The other will feature more fiddle/
dance tunes – a departure from the intense fiddle
piobaireachd I’ve devoted myself to over the
past eight years.
CG: Finally, what is the one thing you’d like
our readers to know about you, that might
perhaps even surprise them?
BR: Well - here’s three:
• I love to escape through baseball and I attend
a lot of Washington Nationals games.

CG: What are the greatest challenges and • I’m an avid gardener and love to cook.
greatest joys you’ve experienced as one of the
world’s great fiddlers.
• I married into a very large Latino family and
for over 25 years they have all enriched my life
BR: Delving deeply into the music has been beyond measure.
a rich experience. It’s always a challenge to
compose in an antiquated format such as the CG: Thank you, so much, for being with us
piobaireachd. It is a great joy to reach people for this issue of Celtic Guide.
through music and hear someone say they “have
never heard anything like that before.” It’s my BR: My pleasure.
hope that my playing will stimulate people to
get in touch with something that is truest to their
www.bonnierideout.com
own understanding of self and soul.
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Saveock
by Toni-Maree Rowe

an
Archaeological
Mystery
New Zealand

One of many reconstructed
roundhouses that archaeologist
Jacqui Wood has built with the aid
of volunteers. Every example has
been based on real archaeological
sites in Celtic Cornwall.
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Saveock

by Toni-Maree Rowe
New Zealand

Going to Saveock is a bit like travelling back
in time; seeing a peep of a thatched roundhouse
roof only adds to the impression that you are
somewhere else. Originally you would have had
to wait on the other side of the train tracks, call
the Truro station to see if any trains were coming
and, if they gave the all clear, open both sides
of the gate then speed across – they had been
known on the rare occasion to get it wrong.
Today, though, there is a much safer way of
getting into Saveock. A suitably narrow, hedgelined drive leads down to the small holding and
even though it is only a fifteen-minute drive
from Cornwall’s main city of Truro, it feels
remote and tranquil – timeless.
On arrival at Saveock, you are met with the
ever-smiling Jacqui Wood who is both a wellknown and respected experimental archaeologist
(did I mention the roundhouse?) and author of
several books, including Cliff Dreamer: The
Goddess Returns, a new fictional story set in the
turbulent times of our very distant ancestors.

Jacqui Wood excavating a mysterious feather pit.

Jacqui also runs the Saveock Water
Archaeology Centre, where students of
archaeology (age and experience no barrier) are
instructed in the art of excavation. Here they
find their minds being opened to the endless
possibilities that the study of the past can present
to those willing to listen.
I met Jacqui some fifteen years ago when
during a chance conversation she told me about
some curious stake holes, a green clay floor, and
associated flint tools, which she happened upon
whilst digging a flue to conduct an experiment
in tin extraction.
At the time I was teaching A level
Archaeology and we thought it would be a good
chance for the students to learn some excavation
techniques in the field. After all, in archaeology,
practical experience is a far more useful way
to learn. It was the beginning of many seasons
of excavation, intriguing finds, the remodelling
of cow shed to comfy quarters for the diggers,
and much more. My eldest spent the first few
months of his life sleeping safely at the edge of
a trench.
The site at Saveock covers a wide range of
time as you would expect of a small river valley
in the heart of Cornwall with fertile soils, natural
springs, and a location near a well-known source
of tin and possibly gold.
The earliest phase at this location belongs to
the Mesolithic, the evidence for which comes
firmly from those aforementioned stake holes,
green clay floor and the associated flints.
“In the Mesolithic the main site trench
was over a south facing peat bank on the
bend of a river that was between two shallow
lakes. This entire site has been purposely
covered with various different coloured
clays in an attempt to make the river bank a
suitable place for dwellings. In the area A/2,
the first phase of the site, is what we believe
to be a Mesolithic dwelling platform covered
with dense green clay surrounded by stony
yellow clay in which the stakes to support the
dwelling were driven.” (Jacqui Wood)
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The second phase was and still is a bit
confusing, but it does seem entirely possible that
it belongs in the Neolithic. When excavating, it
had been our intention to extend the trench to
get a better picture of the Mesolithic features,
so imagine our surprise when we came across
a stone lined and capped drain covered in thick
green clay that led in one direction towards
the river and in the other to another feature,
rectangular in shape and lined with white quartz
stones and spring fed. Several seasons later, in
2005, Jacqui and her team uncovered another
similar feature adjacent to the first original
“pool.”
Dating the pool feature was problematic as
it seemed to have been used over a long period
of time. The only other similar feature we have
found was the platform around the Neolithic
monument of Maeshowe in Orkney. This
platform was made up of thick clay and when
a trench was put through it, a stone lined and
capped drain was discovered, which was almost
identical to the one at Saveock.
The presence of the quartz stone would also
suggest a very early date, as the use of quartz
in Neolithic and Bronze Age ritual sites is well
attested. The pool itself became known as the
“moon pool,” as the white quartz glows in the
bright moonlight.
As for its function, well ritual seems as good
an answer as any other, but only because there
appears to be no other alternative, and believe
me we considered a wide range of alternatives.
Jacqui herself was always of the opinion that
the word “ritual” was used far too loosely in
archaeological circles to explain objects or
sites.
Later post-excavation work on the mud we
scooped up from the bottom of the pool (it
couldn’t be excavated in the traditional manner
,as it kept filling with water) revealed some
small finds which told a story of long usage and
deposition.
These included human hair, fingernails,
Medieval straight pins, 128 small pieces of

textile, parts of shoes, heather branches and
perhaps most interesting was the broken half of
an iron pot or cauldron.

Medieval pins found in the pool.

Some of the 128 textile fragments found.

Broken cauldron also found in the pool.
Many of these finds seemed to date to the last
phase of usage at a time just before the pool was
filled in and covered – a deliberate act to erase
a pagan site.
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The lack of any finds earlier than the late
Medieval may suggest that at intervals the pool
was cleaned out. Thousands of years of deposition,
not to mention silt, would have filled the pool
considerably if it was not cleaned out regularly.
Interestingly, in the layer just above the infill
layer, a broken glass bottle and a few sherds of
pottery dated the closure of the pool to around
the time of the English Civil War. Cornwall was
at the time, and even today, a place where the
rituals of time past were an important part of
local society often overlooked by the Church.
Cromwell’s Puritan army would not have been
so kind to Royalist (and pagan) Cornwall.
Perhaps one of the most intriguing episodes
in the site’s history comes, once more, as a
result of an extension of the trench with the
Mesolithic features, this time along the edge
towards the marsh by the river. Whilst following
the expected green clay floor and associated
stake holes, we encountered shallow pits with
unusual contents cut into the clay floor. Because
this area is essentially a waterlogged part of the
site organic remains survived particularly well.
“When we excavated the first one we were
surprised to find white feathers in it and
thought it might have been perhaps a bird
plucking pit, which was a common farming
practice at the turn of the century. This
turned out not to be the case when we found
that the feathers were not plucked, but had
been laid skin side out with white feathers
inside. We took samples of the feathers to the
bird expert at the local zoo and found them
to be swan feathers.” (Jacqui Wood)
In addition, a small amount of tiny stones
were found surrounded by some sort of organic
matter. Initially the assumption was that this
was the crop of the swan, but the stones were
too pristine and it was concluded that they
had been wrapped in leaves and deposited on
purpose alongside claws from a range of other
birds. The stones themselves were of interest
as they appeared to be brought to the site since
they contained tiny nodules of beach flint, an

unusual feature given how far inland Saveock
is. A suggestion from a local had us mounting
an expedition to Swan Pool, some fifteen miles
away on the coast, and sure enough the stones at
Swan Pool were identical to our small sample.
Radiocarbon dates from the swan skin dated the
pit to the 1640s. Once again, it seems dangerous
ritual activities were occurring at a time when to
be called a witch would mean death.
A further eight pits were excavated that
season; only two of them were intact. The other
six had had their contents removed in antiquity
leaving just a few feathers and stones to show
what their previous fill was. Excavation of this
area was tough going; a thick layer of reeds
impeded the work and as time went on, more
pits would be found, all with their contents
removed (that was until 2005, two years after
the first pit had been discovered.)
Three pits were found in a row, two
rectangular and one round in the middle. Of
the three, it was decided to excavate the middle
round one. Here the dig crew found the pit to
be lined once again with swan feathers, but also
on either side the bodies of two magpies. In the
midst of this were the remains of over fifty-five
eggs and although the shells had rotted away,
the membranes remained. The eggs themselves
appear to have come from a variety of birds;
some even had fully-formed chicks still ready
to hatch inside them.
Perhaps the most astounding part of this
whole story is the radiocarbon dates for the
cat pit which was dated to around the mid 18th
century and the dog pit which had a date of circa
1950s.
But as archaeologists, we need to ask why.
What was the purpose of the pits? There is the
suggestion that these are the result of witchcraftbased rituals, and conversations with many
experts in the field of witchcraft have yielded
very little to enlighten us. If these pits are
connected in some way to witchcraft or even
pagan rituals of a different kind, it is not one
commonly known. This is not too surprising
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given that so much knowledge about traditions
and rituals has faded away. Jacqui though has
her own theory as to who and why;
“My own theory (and it is only a theory)
is that maybe if you got married and did not
get pregnant in the first year, you might make
an offering to St. Bride of a feather pit. If
you finally got pregnant you had to go back
to the pit and take out the contents and burn
them and set the spirit of the swan free. If
you never got pregnant then the pit remained
untouched.”
Saint Bride or Brigit has many similarities to
the Celtic deity of Brigid. The first of February
is St Brigid’s feast day, but also Imbolc where
the goddess Brigid is remembered as one who
brings the spring. Both are associated with
healing, poetry and other domestic tasks. There
is also a connection with the sacred wells. Today
well-dressing is done in the name of the Saint.
Wells have long been a place of veneration, our
modern wishing wells merely a continuation
of a ritual act of deposition that begun in the
Bronze Age if not earlier. The connection with
the goddess and the saint at Saveock is slight
but as we all know it is a place to start.

On a personal note, I should like to mention
that when the quartz-lined pool was excavated
it was myself and a friend who did the digging
(we were the only ones willing to get so mucky).
We spent the good part of a week in the mud
and spring water. In late November of that same
year, I discovered I was pregnant with my eldest
(who incidentally was born at midsummer)
and a few days later my friend, who had been
digging too, told me she too was pregnant – our
children were born just a week apart.
More recent excavations have been looking
in a completely different area of the farm and this
time they have uncovered a hearth edged with
smoky quartz crystals. Dating was provided by
the large quantities of Bronze Age pottery found
in association with the hearth. Work at Saveock
is never dull, but it is ongoing, so if you fancy
having a holiday with a difference, then check
out the link below. For more information on the
Saveock Water Archaeology Centre, please go
to the website www.archaeologyonline.org
Jacqui Wood’s book Cliff Dreamers is
available to buy on kindle.com. Jacqui also has
numerous articles published, many of which
can be found at www.academia.edu
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I prefer the term
“Excrement Remover”
because
“Shite Shoveler”
looks bad
on a resume.

by Ronald Henderson

Shoveling
Shite
Scotland

Back in 2010, the website www.spintunes.
blogspot.com challenged its readers to write a
song about an unknown character from history,
and what connection they had to a major
historical event. Examples were given such as
Paul Revere’s stableboy, General Custer’s wife,
Hitler’s art teacher, King Richard’s blacksmith.
The following was written and submitted by
Joe Lamb and Denise Hudson –

Oh I’m the man who shovels the shite,
behind William Wallace’s horse.
And naeb’dy asks me. “How’d ye do?”
And naebody asks the horse. (of course)
But its a life I would’nae change,
I fairly do endorse...
to be the man who shovels the shite,
behind William Wallace’s horse.
Now I’m the man who shovels the shite,
behind William Wallace’s horse,
and you may think it’s a helluva joabbut trust me- there are worse!
Cos tho’ I married fower maids,
I got oot through divorce!
(Thanks tae) bein’ the man,
who shovel’s the shite,
behind William Wallace’s horse!

Now Edward tried tae take us doon,
but Scotland wadnae hae it! (Nah!)
We aw declared our liberty!
And proudly we did say it (Aye!)

When Wallace went tae Stirling bridge
in English blood he sprayed it!
And kept us free,
my shovel and me,
tae follow ahent his horse!
For I’m the man who shovels the shite
behind William Wallace’s horse.
We chased them English bastards
through the broom
and through the gorse.
But Falkirk saw the nobles turn
and Wallace was ta’en off...
No more the man who shovels the shite,
behind William Wallace’s horse.
Now Bruce saw me disconsolate,
when Wallace was Betrayed (Betrayed!)
and took me far aff tae the side,
and unto me he sayed . . .
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When I was the man
who shovelled the shite
behind King Edward’s horse.

“I ken they cut oot aw his guts,
his airms and legs and heid.
So how’d you like,
tae shovel the shite
ahent MY horse instead?”

So back tae Bruce I hauled awa
and telt him in quick stock,
O’ Edward’s plans, and Edward’s men
and Bruce, in glee did rock.

(So) now I’m the man
who shovels the shite
behind The Bruce’s horse!
And nobles nivir notice ye
engaged in their discourse.

(He Said) “I’ll tell ye this, at Bannockburn,
they’ll aw’ get a helluva shock!
‘cos you took the joab
o’ shovelling shite
behind King Edward’s horse!”

The things ye’d hear,
they things ye’d see,
wa’d mak ye keech yir shorts!

At dawn King Edward’s armies came
and we went oot tae meet it.
The Bruce he drove them aff oor lands
and Edward had tae beat it!

Were you the man
who shovelled the shite
behind Bruce’s horse.

But thats the thing ‘boot common fowk,
we ken shite when we see it!
And we saw it run,
at Bannockburn,
frae English arses drappit!

So in my mind i found a plan,
an’ dare I say, t’was brammel!
And o’er the border we baith went,
mah shovel aye liked tae travel!
And I got a joab that naebuddy’d want
wi’ nary a smidge o trubble.
‘cos shovellin shite’s,
no popular like,
amongst the English rabble.

And I’m the man who shovels the shite
but only frae MY horse!
The Bruce he fine rewarded me
for turning the battles’s course.
I got some land! I got some coos!
I some cash of course!
I’m still the man who shovels the shite,
but jist for my ain horse!

So now I’m the man
who shovels the shite
behind King Edward’s horse!
And aw his fowk ignored the man
that shovelled up the lumps.
The things ah heard them talk aboot
wa’d failry mak ye jump!

Oh I’m still the man
who shovels the shite
but jist for my ain hooooooorse!
– 13 –

Another Sneak Preview

by Victoria Roberts
USA

Photo of Dunvegan Castle by Cameron Morrison. “Dunvegan” translates as “The Little Fortress” and
not “The Fort of the Vikings,” as some have said, although it was originally built by the Viking MacLeods.
The terrace on the righthand side is all that remains of the original Viking fortress.

Coming May 2016 from award-winning
author Victoria Roberts…
It’s been three years since Lady Elizabeth
Walsingham ended her childish crush on Laird
Ian Munro, the fierce Highlander who scared
everyone but her. She’s a grown woman now,
heading to London to find a proper English
gentleman. But when the wild Highland laird
walks through the door, she’s that breathless
youth all over again.
Ian tries hard to avoid the young lass who’s
confounded him for years. But now that they’re
attending court, he must keep watch on her night
and day. Danger is at every turn and advisors to
the Crown are being murdered. Ian soon realizes
the girl he’s been protecting is a beautiful lady
who needs his help, almost as much as he needs
her.

Sutherland, Scottish Highlands, 1613

This was his last chance to turn around and
bolt from the gates as if his arse was afire.
Against his better judgment, he kept his eyes
forward, his hands steady, and he tried not to pay
any heed to the warning voice that whispered in
his head.
Laird Ian Munro wasn’t aware of the death
grip he held on the reins of his mount as he
approached the portcullis. He’d sworn that he’d
never again set foot on Sutherland lands as long
as the four Walsingham sisters lived under the
same roof as his friend. He was no coward, but
between the troubles with the Gordon, Stewart,
and the damn mercenaries, he’d made it a point
to stay on his own lands.
Until now.
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Laird Ruairi Sutherland’s home was a fortified
castle with round turrets, a square watchtower,
and a curtain wall that was twenty feet thick at
the widest point. Yet, to Ian’s surprise, the stone
structure wasn’t strong enough to hold the wily
Walsinghams at bay. He passed the dangerous
cliffs on the left, and to his right was a lush
forest. He supposed he could always take a leap
to the left if he found himself trapped within the
walls with no means of escape.
As he reached the point of no return, his face
clouded with uneasiness because the guards
had already greeted him from the gatehouse.
Ian continued through to the bailey and halted,
hesitantly releasing the reins of his horse to the
stable hand. Ruairi’s captain greeted him with a
brotherly slap on the back.
“Munro, how long has it been, my friend?”
Fagan Murray’s dark hair hung well below his
shoulders, and he wore a kilt of green, black,
blue, white, and orange—the Sutherland tartan.
“ʼTis good to see ye, Fagan.” Ian gazed
around the courtyard, breathing a sigh of relief
no Walsinghams were in sight.
“Then tell me. Why have we nae seen your
face since Grace and I wed? Ye know it has
been almost three years since we’ve last set
eyes upon ye.”
Ian raised his eyebrows and placed his hand
over his heart. “Truly? Has it been that long?”
Fagan lowered his voice and playfully balled
his fist into Ian’s arm. “To be truthful, I ne’er
thought of ye as a coward.”
“I’m nay coward, but as I told ye before, keep
your brood here because I sure as hell donna
want them crossing the borders to my lands. I
have enough troubles of my own.”
Fagan chuckled. “Come. Ruairi’s been
expecting ye, and we’ll have some food and
drink to celebrate your return.”
They entered the great hall, and Ian
involuntarily burst into a smile. Tapestries
remained on the walls that depicted swords,
shields, and men in the throes of battle. He
recalled the time when Fagan’s wife, Grace, had

insisted that Ruairi remove the wall hangings
before her wedding day because she didn’t
favor them. Ian pursed his mouth in satisfaction
when he realized Ruairi’s bollocks were still in
place, and he hadn’t succumbed to the will of
the women after all. Perhaps there was hope for
his friend yet.
“Munro, I can nae believe ye’re standing here
in my great hall as I live and breathe.” Ruairi’s
straight, long, chestnut hair had traces of red
and fell to his shoulder blades. A plaid rested
over his shoulder, and he sported the traditional
Sutherland kilt. With a broadsword sheathed at
his waist, his friend looked exactly as Ian had
remembered him. “Fàilte. Ciamar a tha thu?”
Ruairi asked warmly. Welcome. How are you?
“Tha gu math.” I am fine. Ian embraced
the man who was like a brother to him. “ʼTis
good to see ye, Ruairi.” Without warning, a
hand clasped Ian’s shoulder from behind, and
he turned.
“I’m glad to see ye did nae live up to your
promise. Ye did set foot on Da’s lands again.”
“Torquil?” With his reddish-brown hair and
green eyes, Torquil was the picture of Ruairi.
“Ye have grown. Soon I think there might be a
need to fear ye on the battlefield. What age is
upon ye now, lad?”
The man who was no longer a boy smiled
from ear to ear. “I am fifteen.”
A lovely lass stood beside Torquil, and she
was poking him in the ribs with her finger.
“Fifteen, perhaps, but he behaves more like he’s
ten.” Blond locks framed her oval face. She had
sparkling blue eyes and wore an emerald dress
that hugged her young frame.
“Lady Katherine?” asked Ian.
“Yes, it’s lovely to see you again, Laird
Munro.”
Ian shook his head as if he’d consumed too
much ale. He couldn’t believe so much had
changed. The last time he’d seen the girl she
was only nine. Ruairi’s wife approached them,
and her wealth of red hair dangled in loose
tendrils that softened her face. She’d always
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looked elegant and graceful, and Ian was glad
to see some things hadn’t changed.
He kissed the top of her hand. “Lady Ravenna,
ye’re still as bonny as the day that I met ye.”
“Thank you, Laird Munro. Although I don’t
know how much longer I’ll appear this way.”
She lowered her hands and cradled her stomach
in a gentle gesture. “Ruairi and I are expecting
another child. We’re hoping for a son to have a
brother for Mary.”
“Another bairn?” He forced a demure smile.
“Please accept my condolen…er, congratulations
to ye both.”
Lady Katherine clapped her hands together.
“I’m delighted that I’m going to be an aunt
again. I do hope Ravenna has another girl.”
Ian didn’t know what to say in the presence
of the women, but Torquil was the only man
among them who found his voice.
“Kat, donna even jest about something like
that. I think ye might put Da in an early grave.”
Ruairi gave Ian a knowing look.
“If it wasn’t for me and my sisters, this
castle—and the men within it—would be
running wild. You should be thankful you have
us here to keep you all out of harm’s way.”
Torquil playfully
wrapped his arm
around Kat’s neck
and rubbed his
knuckles over the
top of her head. “I do
like it when ye try.”
Ian would be sure
to pray long and hard
that Ravenna carried
a boy because the
last Ruairi needed
was another cunning
female under his
roof. If it wasn’t bad
enough that Ravenna
was a “retired”
English spy, her
haughty sister, Grace,

had even married Fagan. Oh, and that wasn’t
all the poor bastard was made to endure. After
Ruairi had spoken his vows, he’d taken in all
three of his wife’s sisters.
As Ravenna took her leave from the hall,
Kat wandered off with Torquil. The men took
their seats at the long wooden table on the dais,
and Ruairi poured them all a drink. He placed
a tankard in front of Ian and smiled. “Here. Ye
look like ye could use one—or many.”
“Och, aye.” He lifted the tankard to his lips
and spotted something over the rim. Kat and
Torquil sat on a bench…together, close. Ian
briefly closed his eyes. The two of them used
to run away from each other, avoiding the other
like the plague. Now he wouldn’t be shocked if
he saw the two holding hands or making wooing
gestures toward one another.
A growl escaped him. “Something in my gut
told me that I should’ve just met all of ye in
London.” His mouth pulled into a sour grin, and
Ruairi waved him off.
“There’s only so much Ravenna and her
uncle can do to keep King James at bay. We’ve
been fortunate that we have nae had to attend
court in years. Besides, with the recent passing
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of Prince Henry, we should pay our respects
to the king in order to stay in his good graces.
I thought it would be good for us to travel to
London at the same time. More to the point, ye
know how much we enjoy the pleasure of your
company. We always have such a damn good
time when we’re together, eh?” Ruairi held up
his tankard in mock salute.
Ian lifted a brow. “Aye. I remember all
the good times we’ve had with the Gordon,
Stewart, mercenaries, and let’s nae forget about
the English spies ye shelter under your roof.”
A young woman stepped in front of the
dais and cleared her throat. She had reddishbrown hair that hung in loose waves down her
back. Her figure was slender and regal, and Ian
could’ve easily drowned in her emerald eyes.
But what captured his attention the most was
the way the lass carried herself—confident, yet
seemingly unaware of her true beauty.
She wore a black gown with hanging
sleeves, and the embroidered petticoat under
her skirts was lined in gray. With the added
reticella laced collar and cuffs dyed with yellow
starch, she looked as though she should’ve been
at the English court rather than in the Scottish
Highlands.
“Pardon me, Ruairi. Ravenna wanted me
to tell you that we’re taking little Mary to the
beach. We won’t be long. We’ll be in the garden
until the mounts are readied, if you need us.”
When the woman’s eyes met Ian’s, something
clicked in his mind. His face burned as he
remembered. He shifted in the seat and pulled
his tunic away from his chest. Why was the room
suddenly hot? He felt like he was suffocating in
the middle of the Sutherland great hall.
God help him.
This was the same young chit who had pined
after him, following him around the castle
and nipping at his heels like Angus, Ruairi’s
black wolf. But like everything else that had
transformed around here, so had she. She was no
longer a girl but had become an enchantress—
still young, but beautiful nevertheless.

His musings were interrupted by a male
voice.
“Munro, ye do remember Lady Elizabeth,
eh?”
How could he forget the reason why he’d
avoided Sutherland lands for the past three
years?
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Kristyn Murphy
A guest interview with Celtic singer

by Abby S. Franz
USA

EDITOR’S NOTE: Abby Franz is an
American author who brings us an interview
with a new Celtic talent, Kristyn Murphy,
who has blended her classically-trained voice
with her Scottish and Irish heritage. We
thank both Abby and Kristyn for bringing
us this informative “guest” interview. Two of
Kristyn’s songs can be found under our Free
Music tab on the Celtic Guide website at:
www.celticguide.com

Kristyn Murphy is one of the newest
faces in Celtic music. Her debut album A
Time to Remember promises listeners pure
entertainment, taking them back in time with
entrancing stories of the past and present.
“If I Were A Blackbird” showcases Murphy’s
stunning vocal flexibility and musicality. Her
voice whistles and trills just like a bird as her
character laments being parted from her beloved
sailor.
Kristyn’s superb storytelling ability is also
highlighted in the forgotten old tunes “In The
Starlight” and “The Nightingale”, while the
emotion she puts into “Farewell to Nova Scotia”
leaves listeners with goose bumps. Her lively
version of “When Irish Eyes are Smiling” can’t
help but make the listener smile.
There is no doubt that Kristyn Murphy is
the real deal. This Lass is talented, intelligent,
beautiful, and her music oozes with an emotion
that leaves audiences spellbound.
I recently had the pleasure of getting to know
Kristyn Murphy, and spoke with her about
how she is using music to preserve the Celtic
culture.

Kristyn Murphy
AF: Let’s start with the easy questions. When
did you begin singing?
KM: I began singing when I was very young,
I gave my first solo performance when I was
eight.
AF: How is it that you chose to focus on Celtic
music?
KM: It was a combination of many things. First
of all you must understand that my Mum’s side
of the family is Scottish, coming to the U.S.
by way of Nova Scotia, my Dad’s family is of
Irish descent, and the area of Maine in which I
grew up has a rich history of Scottish and Irish
ancestry. This is important because it means I
grew up surrounded by Celtic culture, especially
the music - it is part of who I am. I didn’t always
focus as much on singing Celtic music. I went
from singing almost strictly sacred music in
churches, broadening to Opera and Broadway, as
I was training classically, and not until recently
have I focused on singing mostly Celtic music.
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AF: I can hear the influences from these other
genres on your album. Why such the change
in focus?
KM: One day I woke up and started paying
attention to the culture that surrounded me, and
I realized the importance of keeping that culture
alive. I dove right in. I started researching my
family ancestry, taking time to understand my
family traditions and why they originated, and
most importantly I realized that there were many
songs that were no longer being sung. Music is
part of a peoples’ legacy. Songs tell stories, give
lessons in history, and reflect opinions; songs
are windows to the past. I sing in part to keep
that history from being forgotten.
AF: What goes into choosing the perfect
song?
KM. I am interested in many different things. I
love learning new things, and I am a huge history
buff. So I am always researching something.
Before I try finding a song, I think of a time
period or historical event that interests me,
and that might be interesting to audiences, and
I find music from that time period that might
work well to help tell the story. For example, in
a concert I might use stories about my ancestors
to tie together songs that tell the stories of
starting a new life in America. Maybe one song
and story section will be about the Irish famine,
and another about folks leaving for America
during this time, and then another will tell about
their arriving on Staten Island. I always try to
find songs that will keep the overarching story
moving forward. Songs are great because not
only can they simply state the facts, but they can
also express emotions and personal thoughts of
people.
AF: Where do you find this music?
KM: My Dad is a great resource, and he is
always suggesting songs for me to investigate. I
will also go out and look for sheet music online
or in a physical shop. On the coast there is
this shop that has thousands of old documents

including sheet music. I could spend hours
digging through the music reading the lyrics,
studying the melody, and figuring out how I can
make the song new again. I also listen to a lot of
music to get some ideas.

Kristyn’s new CD

As we chat, Kristyn brings out a homemade
apple pie for us to snack on. She informs me
that the recipe is her grandmother’s, one of
many recipes that were passed down from the
women in her family. Yet, as tied as Kristyn is
to her past she is very much a modern woman.
I sneak a peek at her computer and see she’s
working on a document in Photoshop. Curious
I ask her –
AF: What it is for?
KM: This project is a graphic design I’m
working on for a client that has a contract with
my company, Krisolyte Productions.
AF: Wait. Rewind. Pause. You own a
company?
KM: Yes. Krisolyte Productions was born
because of my work in music. It is a full
multimedia company that specializes in video
and audio production, graphic and web design,
and artist representation. I didn’t come from an
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overly wealthy family, and growing up I needed
to be creative when it came to certain things
when building the foundations for my career in
music. I learned how to do many things myself
so I did not have to hire others. So I learned
how to build websites, and I learned how to use
Photoshop and create my own album art and
posters. When I left for university, I left with the
determination to come away from my studies
with a vast toolkit of skills that would help me
pursue a career in music. I received a Bachelor’s
degree in Business Administration with a music
business minor and I hold a Master’s degree in
Interactive Media. I did this in part so I would
not have the chance to be taken advantage of in
the music industry, which unfortunately happens
often to artists. My company, however, now has
employees and we work with clients in need of
graphic design and other media services. The
company also manages the artistic careers of
myself and others.

AF: You sound like a person who likes to be
self-sufficient and prepared?
KM: Oh, most certainly. If you don’t know
how to do something that you know you might
need to have an understanding of in the future,
why not learn it now and be prepared now. For
example, I have always felt a strong connection
and pull to the ocean. Perhaps I inherited the
gene that encouraged my ancestors and some of
my family members to become sailors. Anyway,
because of this attraction, I am preparing to
spend some time providing entertainment at sea
on cruise ships. In order to be best prepared I
am going to be going through a specific training
course at the maritime college that teaches
water safety and survival, and take a course to
become a certified lifeboatman. We pray that
no emergency ever occurs, but if it does, this
training and understanding I have of certain
topics will help me better deal with a situation.
The same goes for any walk of life, and certainly
in the music industry. Success happens when
opportunities meet preparation. Knowledge is
key. It is always good to think ahead and use
common sense.
AF: So I would love to see you in concert,
what are you currently working on, do you
have a tour coming up?
KM: Yes! Recently I fell into a relationship with
a very talented singer, Abbie Stands. We have
created a brand new cabaret show that features
Celtic, Jazz, Broadway, Pop, and originals. The
show works to introduce us as performers, and
audiences will experience a story of life and love
explored by our two very different characters.
We will be debuting the show in NYC in April
at the Metropolitan Room, along with a tour
of the East coast and Canada at theatres, opera
houses, and other arts centers.
Kristyn Murphy’s debut album A Time to
Remember is available through most digital
download stores and through her website at:
www.kristynmurphy.com
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by Larry Andrews
USA
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by Larry Andrews
USA

Alexander II, sovereign of Scotland, raised a
mail-clad force to face a rebellion in Galloway.
Well equipped for slaughter, the King led his
lords and warriors into the wilds of Galloway,
seeking rebels who had risen against his reign.
He marched his mail-clad men into a trap where
they were mired down deep in muck. Suddenly,
from all around, the Galloway rebels rose and
ran as red reapers come to ravage the king and
his troops. A fierce fight followed and the King
made a stout stand, but the weight of their war
gear sank him and his warriors shin deep in that
deadly bog.
The Galloway warriors knew the land well
and so fought nearly free of the muck and mud.
The King’s knights began to falter and fall in
droves to the broad blades of those wild rebels.
Their shields shattered under the heavy hits of
Highland axes and claymore cuts. Many a wifemade-widow would weep from the red reaping
of those rebels. Hard-hearted men, they brought
death and doom to all who fought against them.
Most of the King’s bodyguards had died with
crimson corpses collected about them, and the
King himself was in want of a way out.
Wild war cries came from a close-by
mountainside. A blood-curdling call echoed out
around the King’s beleaguered fighting force.
Down from the high hill, running fleet of foot,
flew heavily-armed warriors keen for the killing.
Leading this new contingent was Fearchar,

follower of Saint Andrew, and his Highland
horde. Wild and wielding their war weapons,
those clansmen came on quick. Loud like a
murderous thunder was the crash of Fearchar’s
mountain fighters. Boldly they burst into the
flanks of the Galloway rebels, ripping life and
limb from those surprised foes. Fearchar was
fearless in combat. A hewer of war hosts, his
great Highland axe sounded the corpse song and
left that field of woe ripe for the ravens’ altar.
He brought death with every stroke, killing
without care. That Highland chief’s display
raised love and respect high in the heart of his
King. Leaving the wrecked and red ruin in his
wake, Fearchar flew into the thick of the fray.
Blood-splashed, he and his warriors worked
their war craft, driving all foes from that field.
He collected the rebel leaders, and with crimson
axe, cut off their heads to be gifts for his King.
The rescued Alexander II, swinging his sword
on the brink of ruin, was left in utter awe of this
wild mountain warrior who came with his host
out of nowhere. The Galloway warriors were
put to flight with Fearchar and clan Aindrais hot
on their heels. Those rebels whose feet did not
fail them made it home to safety; those whose
flight failed faced their crimson fate.
When Fearchar returned to his King and that
red field of woe, he laid the grim, grinning rebel
leaders’ heads at the feet of his King. Fearchar
Mac an t’Sagairt, follower of Saint Andrew,
was knighted and given good lands in Galloway
on the seventeenth day before Kalends, July
1215, for saving the life of his sovereign and
bringing his clansmen to kill the enemies of his
King.
Alexander II, crowned sovereign of Scotland,
went with many of his Lords to a coronation
feast and festival in London for the crowning
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of England’s new King. The festivities were
fantastic and Lords from all the great lands
were there, guests at the English sovereign’s
service. Part of that King’s entertainment was
a tournament with a mighty knight from France
whose great size and girth was formidable and
far-famed.
Many strong men made to fight the famous
Frenchman, but all fell before his clever blade
craft. They would clash swords and put their
power to the test, only to have the mighty
Frenchman hit down hard on their heads. The
best of English, Irish, Welsh, and Scottish
knights were laid low by the French knight’s
fierce skill. From the Saxon, Norman, and Gael
came many brave battlers who brought their
sword skill and gave good grip to broad blade
only to be taken down from first to last by the
giant Frenchman. Then from the crowd stepped
a huge Norwegian knight whose muscles had
been well-nourished all his life.
The Norseman had a big barrel chest, broad
back, and arms like oaks. Yet standing before
the wondrous Frenchman, even he was half a
head shorter than that furious Frank. The two
great warriors chose to wrestle in a test of their
skill at the grip. Each giant crashed into the
other. Like wild bulls, both tried to fix a better
hold for throwing their foe. Their feet dug
down deep into the dirt as each tried to drive
the other over. Broad backs bent, thick arms
pushed and pulled, and the two giants groaned
at their grappling. Then the fierce French
knight suddenly slipped laterally and overthrew
that Norse giant by pulling at the exact moment
his opponent had pushed. It seemed the French
knight was invincible, for no king’s man could
defeat him at any test of martial craft.
Alexander II of Scotland looked to his new
knight Fearchar to fight the famous French
cavalier and so save face for king and country.
The sovereign told Fearchar that if he could
serve the French knight a defeat, his king would
make him Earl of Ross, the richest prize in the
Highlands. Now this newly knighted Highlander

was not a big man but he was stout and strong
enough to stagger a bull.
Fearchar had not lived the lush life of a
wealthy knight. He was a mountaineer who had
long roved high in the hills, where rough terrain
and rougher weather were a constant strain on
man and mind. He ran, fleet of foot, after the
dashing deer and, without fear, many times
had faced off with the wicked wild boar. Since
boyhood he had been raised to be a warrior,
and he wore his weapons from waking to rest.
Farquhar slew his first foe at the tender age of
twelve. The rough life of a Highlander had long
ago made a hard man of Fearchar, follower of
Saint Andrew. So he gladly accepted his King’s
request, said a silent prayer, and tipped his
great axe to challenge the famed French fighter.
Fearchar showed the Kings and Lords of all
those lands what worth was in a West RossShire warrior. photo by Bill MacFarlane
The French knight grabbed
his great sword
Scotland
and the two bold battlers saluted. That bout
began with the famous knight swinging in
close to cause a bind, but Fearchar caught the
coming sword, then quickly disengaged to
deliver a thrust from the butt of his axe to the
famed knight’s belly. As the French knight had
proven already, he was no dunce in a fight and
so slipped that assault. The Frenchman then
countered with a heavy hit from above, bringing
his blade down hard and fast.
Fearchar blithely leaped to the left, trailing
his great axe behind. Slipping the powerful
sword attack, he brought his axe back into the
play, putting the famous knight’s broad blade
aside. The Highlander hit the Frenchman’s great
sword with such ferocity it turned the famous
fighter, whirling him to the right. Before that
knight could recover, Fearchar struck in a thrust,
hitting the Frenchman hard on the head. But
that is what good helmets are made for, and the
famed knight countered with a kill stroke. The
Highlander closed quick and bound that blade
before the knight could gain any strength to his
stroke.
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The famed fighter cleared his weapon and
began to rethink this unknown knight he was
facing. He then came at Fearchar fast and low,
intending to catch the nimble Highlander across
the knee. Fearchar’s axe stroke met that bold
blow before it could reach its target and hooked
the axe’s back spike behind the French fighter’s
knee. The Highland warrior then pulled with all
his worth and dragged that famed Frenchman
down. Nimble as a lynx leaping on its pray,
Fearchar fell fast on the fallen knight. With
one hand he twisted the helmet on the French
knight’s head, binding and blinding him, while
his other hand delivered a dirk to the fallen
foe’s throat. “Do ye yield, Sir?” was all the
Highlander had to say.
Embarrassed by the defeat, the French
knight challenged brave Fearchar to a wrestling
bout. Though the famous fighter was a full two
heads taller, Fearchar, without a flinch, agreed
to grapple the foreign giant. The two took their
war gear off and walked forward to face each
other. It was decided by the newly-crowned
English King that the bout would not be to the
first fall but the first to yield. Though this was
an odd request, there are many who say it was
solely so the King’s giant famous friend could
save face.
The French Hercules grinned down at his
far smaller foe and planned to grapple Fearchar
fast to the ground where his great weight would
work best. Each saluted the other and the match
ensued. The mighty French mass closed in on
his prey, but the Highlander had other plans.
Fearchar made to lock hands with the huge man,
but at the last possible moment move under the
monster’s wide grip. The Highlander climbed
that colossus like a wild cat taking to the top of
a broad-based tree.
Before the French knight knew what was
happening, Fearchar had climbed to his crown
and grabbed that Hercules by the head in an
iron lock. The famed French hero tried to pry
Fearchar free, but that Highlander’s grip was
well placed and hard put to its purpose. The

colossus could find no air to fill his huge lungs
and was fast feeling faint. In a final desperate
effort to free his throat of Fearchar, the French
knight fell back hard, using his big body to
hammer the Highlander to the ground. It made
a sound like a heavy sack of wet clay when those
two warriors hit, but the Highlander held fast.
The huge knight went black before he could
tap out and Fearchar, winded and well worked,
arose the winner. Not a bold boaster, Fearchar
gave the great Frenchman’s face a few friendly
smacks and helped that hero to his feet. They
feasted together and parted fast friends.
So proud was the King of Scotland at
Fearchar’s martial feats, he rewarded that
warrior with the Earldom of Ross. When asked,
the humble Highlander gave all victory credit to
a silent vow he made to God’s good grace. In
his modest moment, the Lord Fearchar vowed
that if he had a victory over the French hero,
as a gift to God he would build an abbey for
the first order of monks met on his way home
through Scotland.
While going through the Galloway
countryside, the far-famed Fearchar came
across two white-robed monks from Whithorn
Abbey. The Highland hero saw his opportunity
to fulfill that sacred vow and so volunteered to
take the monks home. He led those two canons
back to bonnie Ross-Shire and began building
an abbey. That task was well taken to and Fearn
Abbey was finished near Kincardine. Fearchar’s
promised gift was fulfilled in the order of the
two wandering white robes as he so swore.
One day Alexander II came to his famed
friend Fearchar and asked a great deed to be
done for King and country. The Earl of Ross
was asked to drive out the old Norse Earls of
the Shetlands and the Orkneys. Fearchar took
up his King’s call and gathered a great host of
Ross-Shire warriors. They sailed off in woodwrapped war ships, loaded with clansmen and
war gear. When Fearchar found Dane ships
sailing off of the Shetlands and Orkneys, be they
merchants or roving raiders, the Earl of Ross
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attacked in full force. His wide-ranging sea war
led to great economic loss for the far-off island
Earls. When those Norse Earls of old were well
weakened from want of ships and crews to keep
them sailing, the Earl of Ross came in for the
kill.
Fearchar’s mail-coated corpse sowers sallied
forth into the Norse Earl’s island nest. They
met their foes, fitted for fighting, on an open
green-grazing field surrounded by high-rolling
hills. The Norse formed in their time-honored
war wall of locked linden shields. Fearchar’s
followers led the battle with a rain of barbed
arrows. They flew high, lingered for what felt
like a long time, then fell fast on the Norse foes.
Death rained down on that grim war wall in a
burst of barb-bladed bolts. From the flank of the
Norse shield wall came another flying volley of
death darts, and doom followed in their wake.
Armed with his own Highland horde and
an addition of the King’s men, Fearchar split
his huge host and flanked his foes. The Norse
men fell fast in red ruin with death dealing darts
dropping all around them. Then came the bold
bellow of Fearchar, follower of Saint Andrew,
calling to God for great strength. First to the
front flew that Highland hero. Wild was his
war cry. With great axe in grip, he ran into those
Norse foes. Relentless was the terror he took to
those mail-clad men. Bold with broad blades,
Fearchar’s followers ran fleet-footed, gathering
to the battle cry of their long-loved war chief.
From the flank, the King’s men also fell on
the Norse Earl’s army. The crash and clang of
swords, shields, and wild warriors was an echo
that carried far and wide. There were but one in
a hundred who fought with the fury of Fearchar.
Well-equipped for slaughter and skilled in axe
craft, he brought down crimson-covered men
with every whirl of that weapon. He gobbled
down warriors like strong red wine from the
hero’s horn. Blood-splashed, bold, and brave,
no man could say he did not take the red reaping
to those Norse foes.
Fearchar’s Highland heroes followed their

loved Lord like mad men, giving gifts of gore
and destruction with every weave of their
weapons work. The Norse fought with fearless
abandon but could not for long face bold foes
from the front and back. Then the Norse warlord
fell from his mount with a barbed arrow fixed to
his face. That was when their proud numbers
began to break and a rout took place. Some,
fearless in the fray and wanting Odin’s grace,
gave their all. They fought like hard-hearted
men not giving a step, and dished out their due,
delivering death until felled by a fatal stroke.
That Norse war host ran right to their long
ships and went fleeing for the whale road,
seeking to save life and limb. The same fate
fell on all the Island Earls until one by one,
those fallen kingdoms filled Fearchar’s fleets
full with plunder. The Earl of Ross returned
to his homeland, far favored by his King, and
became the wealthiest warlord on the main
land. Alexander II showered Fearchar with
many good gifts, allowing him the lion’s share
of plunder and land.
Fearchar, follower of Saint Andrew, rose to
great power by reaping all the wealth of those
Earls he had run off. That far-famed Ross-Shire
warrior chief was given lordship over great lands
in Ross, Skye, Lewis, and Moray as payment
for his proud purpose. In power, he was second
only to the King, and he commanded a huge fleet
of broad-bottomed war birlinns which rivaled
his relative, the Lord of the Isles.
The Earl of Ross married bonnie Margaret
MacGillvray, long-loved kin to Somerled
Lord of the Isles. Margaret bore Fearchar four
children, two of which also left their mark on
Highland history. Though Fearchar, follower of
Saint Andrew, had many foes try to overthrow
him, no one ever got the better end of a battle
with that West Ross-Shire warrior. Fearchar
died well into his years at his Castle of Delney
in 1251. He was laid to rest at Fearn Abbey
which he built as a promised gift to God.
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An Deireadh

The books of James McQuiston

I currently have four books for sale online –
• Captain Jack: Father of the Yukon
• Ebenezer Denny: First Mayor of Pittsburgh
• Catholic Boys: McCartney, Springsteen and Buffett
• Holy Alliance: The Vatican and The White House

Captain Jack is a longer indepth study. The remaining three, while still indepth, are quick reads. I invite you to
look them up on Amazon or Create Space and just maybe you’ll want to purchase one or more of them. I hope so.
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by Liam O Shea
Ireland
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Another great shot of our Celtic Guide
mascot, Obie of Ireland, living “La Vida Loca” as
one of his many fans has commented.
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Touch Not
The Cat

by Alison MacRae
Canada

Wildcat photo from Dorothy Thomson Photographic Gallery. Inset is Clan MacIntosh shield.

The clan that I am writing about is known
as Clan MacIntosh, which is also my maternal
grandmother’s name.
It is also spelled in four (4) different ways,
i.e. McIntosh, MacIntosh, Macintosh or
Mackintosh. (My grandmother’s spelling was
McIntosh.)
In Gaelic this means “Son of the Thane.”
The clan motto is “Touch not the cat bot a
glove” - “bot” meaning “without.”
The glove of a wildcat is the pad. If the cat is
ungloved, its claws are unsheathed. The motto
serves as a warning that one should beware
when the wildcat’s claws are without a glove It
is a reference to the historically violent nature
of the clan and serves as a warning.
The Macpherson and the Chattan clan also
have the same motto.
I will dwell on the Scottish wildcat later on
in this story, as this cat is on the endangered
species list.

The MacIntosh clan is from Inverness and
had very strong Jacobite ties. The clan shares a
common history with the Chattan Confederation
which is a Highland Scottish clan.
A brief history of the battles and
achievements of the MacIntosh clan –
It all started with Shaw, son of Duncan
Macduff. He was a supporter of King IV of
Scotland and went to Morayshire to help stop the
rebellion in 1160. In 1165 he was granted lands
in Findhorn Valley in the Scottish Highlands,
east of Loch Ness. He was made a constable
officer charged with the defense of Inverness
Castle. When Shaw died in 1179, his son, who
was also called Shaw, became the new chief and
was confirmed by William I of Scotland, “The
Lion.”
I will not list all the battles in Scotland. There
were 190 of them that were fought. I will point
out a few that the MacIntoshs fought in and are
famous for, from the past.
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During the Scottish-Norwegian War - 1263,
the clan chief was Ferquhar Mackintosh. He
was the 5th chief, and led his clan at “The
Battle of Largs,” against the army of Haakon
IV of Norway. He was killed in a duel, in 1265,
leaving his infant son, Angus, as heir.
Angus was brought up in the court of his
uncle, Alexander of Islay, Lord of the Isles, the
chief of Clan Donald. In 1291, a much-approved
match was arranged when he married Eva, the
only daughter of Dougal Dal, the chief of the
Clan Chattan, which brought him the land of
Glenloy and Loch Arkaig situated northeast of
Fort William.
They lived in the lands of Clan Chattan at
Troy Castle, but later moved to Rothiemurchus.
situated in the Scottish Highlands, in the heart
of the Cairngorms National Park.
Later, the Clan Chattan became the Chattan
Confederation of Scottish Clans that was led
by the MacIntosh chiefs. Their leadership was
unsuccessfully challenged over the centuries by
Clan Macpherson. This clan also has the same
motto as the Macintosh’s “Touch not the cat bot
a glove.” From then onward Clan MacIntosh
and Chattan history is intertwined.
Clan MacIntosh was involved in many clan
battles against Clan Cameron with whom they
had extensive feuds lasting over 350 years. One
was known as “The Stand-Off At The Ford Of
Arkaig.” This occurred in September 1665 at
Achncarry, about ten miles northeast of Fort
William. The Chattan Confederation led by the
Clan MacIntosh assembled an army to challenge
Clan Cameron over disputed lands. After a week
of stalemate, the long-running feud ended in a
deal in which the Cameron’s bought the lands
back from the MacIntoshes.
During the wars of Scottish Independence
the 6th chief supported Robert the Bruce.
Heavy losses were taken at the Battle of
Culloden. It was one of the most disastrous battles
ever fought. The MacIntoshes suffered along
with their allies in the Chattan Confederation.
This battle was the final confrontation of the

Jacobite rising of 1745 – a battle which was
fought and lost in less than an hour. There were
up to 2,000 Jacobites killed or wounded in this
horrific battle. The leader was Charles Edward
Stuart, also known as Bonnie Prince Charlie.
The Scots were fighting to overthrow the House
of Hanover and restore the House of Stuart to
the British throne. This conflict was the last
time on British soil that a “pitched” battle was
fought, which is when both sides choose to fight
at a chosen time and location.
In 1881, Duncan Forbes, also was known as
Lord Culloden, erected the headstones that mark
the mass graves of the fallen Jacobite soldiers
and their clans. They lie on either side of an
early 19th century road which runs through the
battlefield – a very daunting sight to see.
The battlefield is protected by Historic
Scotland under the Historic Environment Act.
The most recognisable feature of this battlefield
today is the twenty-foot-tall memorial cairn. The
battlefield is also under the care of the National
Trust of Scotland. It has a visitor centre which
is a huge tourist attraction.
Moy Hall is the current seat of the chief of
Clan MacIntosh. Moy Castle on Moy Island at
Loch Moy was the original seat of the chief of
the clan.
The Scottish Gaelic word Toisech means
chieftain, and the 31st chief of the clan is John
Lachlan MacIntosh, who was born in 1969. He
became chief in 1999. He resides and works in
Singapore as a history teacher.
Now I bring your attention to the motto of
the Clan MacIntosh, “Touch not the cat bot a
glove.”
The legends about wildcats, so fierce, have
been passed down by the earliest settlers. They
outwitted humans and were worshipped as forest
spirits. Their Latin name is Felis silvestris,
which means “woodland cat.”
Clans formed together under the image of
the wildcat and fought wars. Today the wildcat
is on the endangered list. There are so many
different estimates of how many are left that no
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one has a true count. It is well known that the
The Royal Zoological Society of Scotland
number is low; some say 100, some even have (RZSS) has under that umbrella the Edinburgh
been known to say 35.
Zoo and the Highland Wildlife Park. At the
Edinburgh Zoo, the wildcats are non breeders
and at the Highland Wildlife Park they breed.
They also have names which only the staff
know.
At the Highland Wildlife Park, the project
for these cats started in 2008 and the aims and
objectives are:
• Secure the future of Scottish wildcats
through practical conservation and research
• Raise awareness of the plight of the Scottish
wildcat
• Promote public support for wildcat
conservation.
In the March 2013 issue of the Celtic Guide,
Carolyn Emerick did a story on the Scottish
Another Dorothy Thomson photo
wildcat, under the title “The Highland Tiger.”
of the Highland Tiger
There are also links available for information.
These wildcats have been roaming the
I also encourage you to check out Dorothy
Highlands of Scotland for centuries.These are Thomson’s Photographic Gallery Facebook
also known as the Highland Tiger.
page. Her wildlife and zoo photography will not
Mating occurs during February and two to disappoint you.
six kittens are born, approximately 68 days later.
I hope more awareness of the plight of the
At five months old, the young leave to establish Scottish wildcat will be realized before we find
their own home range.
out that there are none left in the wild.
The wildcat is a useful predator of pests such
as rabbits and rodents, and will also eat birds,
reptiles, amphibians, and insects, plus scavenge
fresh road kill.
Scottish Wildcat Action is the first national
project to save the highly endangered Scottish
wildcat from extinction. It is a partnership
involving over 20 organisations, including,
Scottish Natural Heritage, Royal Zoological
Society of Scotland (RZSS), Cairngorms
National Park Authority, Forestry Commission
Scotland, National Museums Scotland, National
Trust for Scotland, Royal (Dick) School
of Veterinary Studies at the University of
Edinburgh, Scottish Gamekeepers’ Association
and the Scottish Wildlife Trust. It is funded by
Clan MacIntosh headstone
Heritage Lottery Fund and Scottish government,
located at the Culloden battlefield
as well as its partners.
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Celtic Cauldron:
Ancestral Rites,
Head Cults &
The Seunan of Three

by Lily Hallock

FIG. 1

of the Ross Clan
USA

Around this cauldron filled with care
We welcome Earth, Water, Fire, Air....

As the Seasons wind toward Winter, and
we journey farther into darkness, thoughts
traditionally turn inward to family and hearth;
fire and hob. To the family units of the Pictish
people, the ability to keep and hold a fire was
equated with civilization and the continuation of
life–the ability for future generations to thrive.
While inching toward a more modern and
comfortable means of survival, the Pictish
civilization had evolved from a cave-dwelling
people, to one that built crude round thatchedroof homes of mud, sticks and stone which
provided a security not seen in the generations
which had come before.  
The average family unit would number 16 to
20 people with the extended family of mothers,
fathers, children, aunts, uncles and grandparents,
living and working side-by-side in each dwelling
to ensure their mutual survival.
The central focal point of the Pictish home
would be the pulsing orange heart of the fire and
a cauldron, the means by which to cook and feed

their families. (Fig. 1) With the introduction of
the cauldron as a means of cooking , the Pictish
household was able to enjoy a wider variety
of food and drink that had higher nutritional
and better taste value, overall. As recorded
by Posidonious, the food prepared in an early
Celtic household would consist of wheat, beef,
pork, grains, leaves, roots and herbs. Most
of the Pictish people would have survived on
a steady diet of mainly vegetables and fruits.
Turnips and leeks, watercress, parsnips and an
indigenous root, braonin, very likely provided
nutritional sustenance for the Picts. Those
who lived on the shoreline would cook and eat
shellfish such as oysters and mussels. Among
the fresh berries enjoyed by the early Celtic
people were blackberries, aitnach and blaeberry,
which they ate raw or simmered in the cauldron
as mead or herbal concoctions.
The establishment of salt mines and salt
working during the Celtic Iron Age ensured that
some of the better-established Pictish families
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had preserved meats throughout the year. Around
100 B.C., Posidonious notes that the observed
Celtic people gathered around the common
table and sat “beside hearths blazing with fire,
cauldrons and spits of large pieces of meat.”
They ate with their hands and drank from shell
vessels or wooden cups. It is believed that the
coastal-dwelling Picts used cockle shell vessels
with which to hold meads or other drink. The
Highland-dwellers used a wooden cup called
a “quach” which consisted of various pieces
of colored wood, joined at intersections, and
sometimes hooped with silver. The use of such a
cup carried down through the ages and became
known as a “quaich” during the Medieval
years. A traditional quaich resembles a miniature
cauldron as it has two handles riveted on and is
used even in modern times for celebrations and
ritual use specifically in Scottish culture. (Fig. 2)

sites. These items are believed to possibly be
examples of what the early Celtic people would
have used to eat from.
In the family cauldron, meat, grains, leaves,
roots, and herbs would be simmered slowly over
the fire. The combining of these ingredients is
known to us today as a “pottage.” The Pictish
people were also known to have brewed honey
and water, which they fermented into mead
flavored with fruits and herbs.   It is also believed
they boiled unhopped beer by germinating and
fermenting barley and wheat. These recipes
could take many hours or days to complete.
Three-legged metal or clay-fired pots came
down through the ancient cultures and evolved
as different materials became available to the
nomadic tribes.
The evolution of the traditional cauldron of
the Celtic people can be traced from simple, flatbottom pots fired with clay to those constructed
with thin bronze sheeting and later, three-legged
pots cast from bronze or iron sheeting. An early
example of a cauldron with a rounded bottom
and no legs was unearthed at the Iron Age site
of Blackhorse Road in Hertforshire, England.
(Fig. 3)

FIG. 2
The chief of a Pictish tribe would ceremonially
offer visitors to drink from the whole horn of
an ox or stag, commonly designed with silver
ornamentation. This was considered a gesture
of honor and quite possibly, a means to test
their loyalty of the outsider to the tribe.
Although little is still known about the exact
dining practices of the early Celtic families,
archeologists have unearthed flat round stones
ranging in size from very small to dinnerplate dimensions at certain Iron Age burial

FIG. 3

The earliest examples of the traditional
three-legged pots with two loops riveted on the
side for suspension above an open fire, have
been found at lake and bog archeological sites
in Scotland and Ireland, and were made of
bronze-sheeting. It is believed that one method
of maintaining cooking temperatures in such a
vessel would be to heat stones in the fire and
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then dump them into the water–ensuring more
even heat throughout.
The highly decorative, ritualistic vessel
known as the Gundestrup Cauldron is composed
of a combination of silver, gold gilding,
soldering tin and glass. The cauldron is mainly
composed of silver and there is tin incorporated
for soldering. The gold that gilds the deeply
incised lines allows the figural narratives on the
vessel to stand out and glass rounds were added
to clearly define the figures’ eyes with shine and
color. (Fig. 4)

FIG. 4

The Gundestrup Cauldron was unearthed in
1891 by archeologists and found disassembled
in a peat-bog in Raevemose, which is in the
proximity of Gundestrup, Jutland. It is most
likely a ceremonial item that was used in ritual
initiations. Judging by the materials used and
the way the object was constructed and molded,
the cauldron is most likely of Thracian-tribal
origin. The mythological narratives and figural
symbolism on the object, however, are of strictly
early Celtic derivation. Careful analysis of the
cauldron has led researchers to conclude that the
decorative and narrative elements were added
by artisans over a span of many hundred years
and can therefore be considered a cumulative
cultural record of the Celtic people’s evolution
in the way they depicted their spirituality
through decorative art.
The object of the cauldron itself is symbolic
on both practical and spiritual terms. The symbol
of the cauldron as the center and heart of the

Pictish home is one of innovative practicality
that allowed the early nomadic people to
enjoy a level of unprecedented physical and
psychological comfort in their daily lives and it
ushered in an evolution of their society toward
modernized culture.
The image of a cauldron at the hearth with
steam rising like a gheist above wild orange
flames, stirred by a cloaked figure in shadow,
has become an archetype of the Celtic tradition
of Samhain and practitioners of early Druidry.
In this article, we will see how this
rudimentary yet practical cooking tool has come
to represent the many facets of Pagan spiritual
identity, which at its core is specifically Celtic
in derivation.
The elements of Earth, Air, Fire, Water and
Spirit are all represented in the simplified and
direct image of a cauldron. It is from the metal,
stone or clay of Earth that it is cast. It is Air with
the steam that will rise from the cooking of ritual
meals and herbal healing meads. It is Fire for the
heat of life that is transferred into the food and
drink. It is Water that is consecrated with spellcasting intent into the pottage of summoning. It
is Spirit for the energy of the practitioner who
stands watch over the food and healing spells
that will coalesce within. In essence, it is Life.
The cauldron, as a representation of “life,”
has traditional feminine associations. In early
Celtic culture, the cauldron was seen as the
womb-- where life and spirit are molded and
spring forth. In Celtic iconography, the full
moon is many times represented as a womb or
regenerator of life.
To the Pictish people, the cauldron may have
represented on a more personal and immediate
level, early stone circles wherein ritualistic
fires were set, and which took many hands and
hours to build. These stone circles were used as
a means of tracking the seasons–especially for
the Autumn months with the harvesting of crops
for food. The cauldron could be seen, then, as
a cornucopia or horn of plenty which brought
forth in its most beneficial form, the wealth of
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the harvest. The Roman goddess Pomona was
most closely associated with the abundance of
the Harvest, with her Celtic derivation being
Rosemerta. In one instance, the goddess,
Rosemerta, is depicted on a stone plaque as
standing with the god, Mercury, with a milk
churn or cauldron-like object between them.
(Fig. 5)

FIG. 6

FIG. 5

The milk churn and cauldron both have
mythological associations with the infinite
abundance of the harvest and with the concept
of regeneration as it is associated with feminine
fertility and the power to give birth.
Within the Celtic pantheon, Caridwen is the
goddess who is depicted as Mother, regenerator
and keeper of all aspects of the moon, most
notably at the height of its fullness. The symbol
of the cauldron is most closely associated with
the goddess Caridwen, whose name is known in
earlier derivations as, “Kerid.” She is known as
the “keeper of the cauldron.” (Fig. 6)

Most likely, it is because of Caridwen’s lunar
associations that the cauldron came to represent
the power of the full moon in Druid and other
Pagan magic ritual.
It is said that the Cauldron of Wisdom
belonged to Caridwen. In it, she brewed wine,
honey, barley, malt and water–a basic mead. In
the Celtic belief, Caridwen had three children,
one of whom was a son named Gwion, who was
born physically deformed and would have been
considered hideous by common social standards.
With a mother’s empathy and concern, she set
about to brew a potion that would allow Gwion
to be favored in society for his wit, wisdom
and intelligence in the absence of an acceptable
physical appearance. She assigned Gwion to
guard and watch the cauldron in her absence;
with the warning for him to not touch or ingest
it. The cauldron over-boiled, tempting Gwion
for a taste of the potion. Upon his touching
and tasting this forbidden brew, Gwion gained
knowledge far beyond his years and capacity to
put it to wise and ethical use. From there, the
myth follows Caridwen’s vengeance on her son
for his moral disobedience. The popular imagery
of the traditional figure of a witch in silhouette
brewing a potion that is both mysterious and
forbidding has direct associations with the
ancient mythological visual precept of Caridwen
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FIG. 8

fomenting a powerful spell in her cauldron.
(Fig. 7)

FIG. 7

The Celtic goddess Brigid or Brid in Scotland,
is oftentimes associated with the symbolism of
the cauldron for its use of fire. Brigid is widely
represented in triple Goddess form as the Pagan
patroness of home, hearth and fire. It is noted
that until the 18th Century, the eternal flame of
Brigid in a cauldron was tended to by a group
of Celtic virgin priestesses, who were later coopted into the Catholic Church as “nuns” when
their shrine was taken over and changed into a
convent.
The depiction of the cauldron in magic
ritual has a very rich ancient lineage in Celtic
culture.
One early example of a cauldron being
depicted in Pictish symbolism is on the stone
cross-slab known as the Ulbster Stone. The
Ulbster Stone dates from the 6th to 8th century
A.D. and is an example of Pictish Class II
representation. On the left side of the cross
shaft, one finds the image of a large round
object set between two incised kneeling human
figures. It is believed these figures possibly
represent the survivors of a shipwreck depicted
on the obverse of the stone and that they were
preparing a ritualistic meal in the cauldron to
honor those who died. (Fig. 8)

Another depiction of the cauldron in Pictish
art is found on what is known as the Glamis
Manse Stone which dates from the 9th century
A.D. and is also categorized as Pictish Class II
ornamentation. On the lower right quadrant of
the slab, there is a depiction of three connected
circles which are each incised as double, tubular
rings. The top and bottom rings are small and
the middle one is larger, giving it the appearance
of a cauldron as seen from above. A deer’s head
appears in profile above the connected rings.
(Fig. 9)

FIG. 9
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It is my opinion that the combined imagery
of the deer head in relation to a cauldron may
symbolize the horned god, Cernunnos, who is
closely associated with the stag in early Celtic
iconography. It can also be noted, that the way
the three connected circles of the cauldron on
the Glamis Manse Stone are incised, closely
resemble the way Cernunnos’ torc is represented
throughout early Celtic art.   In this way, the
Glamis Manse Stone shares elements in common
with the Gundestrup Cauldron, which dates
from the earlier period of 200 to 300 A.D.
In early Celtic spirituality, the number three
was believed to hold very powerful talismanic
and apotropaic properties. It can be observed
that the Triskele spiral, a design prevalent in
early Pictish stone sculpture, also resembles
a series of three cauldrons as seen from above.
We see this favoring of the number three in the
observation of Brigid and Ceridwen as triple
goddess figures.
Although it’s easy to associate cauldrons with
the feminine aspects of fertility, the moon and
regeneration, when considering the Gundestrup
Cauldron, one sees the association being made
between the male aspects of divinity and ritual
magic. Along with enigmatic female and male
heads that appear on the exterior portion, the
figure of Cernunnos is represented distinctly on
a solitary panel of the object’s interior pictorial
narrative. On the Gundestrup Cauldron,
Cernunnos is presented in frontal form with legs
folded and a pyramidal triplicate of symbolism
surrounding him.   He holds a torc in his right
hand, a snake in his left and horns of the stag are
depicted on his head. (Fig. 10)

FIG. 10

In observing the placement of these items in
sharp triangular form, it is clear that the creators
of the Gundestrup Cauldron understood perfectly
well, the shamanic power of using the number
three in visual representation and the importance
it held for the early Druidic practitioner.
A characteristic distinction of early Celtic
art is the depiction of disembodied heads
on decorative panels. This is a direct visual
outgrowth of the earlier head cults that existed
wherein actual human skulls would be interred
in niches as part of the architectural structure of
temples. In the temple of Roquepertuse, which
dates from 200 B.C., human skulls are set in the
pillars of porticos and serve as lasting reminders
of the importance of the human head in early
Druidic and Pagan ritual. (Fig. 11)

FIG. 11
It is common to find floating modeled heads
depicted in groups of three. The Gundestrup
Cauldron is no exception to this rule. In fact,
one may view it as an evolutionary step from
more primitive head-cult symbolism in Celtic
culture. The exterior of the cauldron has a series
of panels chiseled out, and from each side, three
large heads can be seen. The heads are molded
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in high-relief and their features are mask-like – vessel could very well symbolize the use of
each with very similar characteristics, as they cauldrons in ancient shamanic head cult rituals.
stare straight ahead. Each panel contains a
floating large solitary head. Most of these heads
are depicted with thin gangly arms that serve
more as anchoring devices, holding up symbols
associated with each particular deity. Some
of the panels also depict one large head with
smaller tubular figures that curve around them.
Compositionally, these additional figures serve
as formal decorative framing elements and,
most likely, represent facets of that particular
god’s characteristics–such as the phoenix or
wolf. (Fig. 12)

FIG. 13
FIG. 14

FIG. 12
The articulation of arms and the hint of part of
an upper body with the heads on the Gundestrup
Cauldron is certainly a step forward compared
to earlier stylistic derivations of heads such
as the “Three Mothers” stone from Burgundy
and the very crude carvings of stone heads at
Entremont, which both date from about 200
B.C. (Figs. 13 & 14)
Head cults were known to have existed
throughout the ancient Pictish lands. The head
was used in ritual to represent the entire body
and was considered the nexus of human power;
the place where the human soul was contained.
The practice in Druidic Pictish culture of
keeping and collecting the heads of enemies and
others is well-documented and the depiction of
the floating, god-like faces on the Gundestrup
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Nowhere is the early Celtic people’s
obsession with the supernatural aspects of skulls
and severed heads more fully observed than in
the mythological tale, “ Children of Llyr.”
In the story, Bran, the Blessed was the leader
of the very incarnation of Britain and he was
also a giant who possessed a magic cauldron.
He bestowed the cauldron to the King of Ireland
as an offering of alliance and peace when
he was to wed Bran’s sister, Branwen. The
cauldron of Bran was said to possess the power
of regeneration and resurrection of the dead.
When fighting the Irish over his sister’s later
punishment of servitude to her King, Bran’s
brothers were said to have chopped off the heads
of the servants and thrown them into the cauldron
which they had since repossessed. When the
heads of the Irish soldiers were thrown in, they
were regenerated and the soldiers resurrected to
go on fighting again.
At a crucial point during the on-going,
years-long war to rescue their sister and hold

dominance over Ireland, Bran’s brother,
Evnissyen, was wounded and was attempting to
reach the cauldron of regeneration. The Irish
warriors caught him and tossed him inside.   As
he struggled, he stretched his body out to cause
the cauldron, which had caused so much damage
and cost so many lives on both sides, to break.  
It shattered into four pieces. A while thereafter
when Bran became wounded in battle, he asked
that his head be severed from his gigantic body
and more easily transported back to his land. It
is said his head was able to speak with the seven
comrades who traveled with him and it could
prognosticate future events. He foretold that the
remaining seven men would remain with him
in Gwales upon their return and that in eighty
years, one of the seven would open the door
to a forbidden place. After this occurred, they
were to bury his head in the White Hill area of
London.
The Arthurian legends, from which many
diverse mythologies have sprung, are pervasive
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throughout Celtic culture for the use of the
symbolism of a hero seeking an item which takes
the form of a most holy artifact–a Holy Grail–
that is usually either a cauldron or chalice. At
the root of all these stories lies a magic vessel
with the ability to regenerate life. In some
tales, the vessel is comparable in symbolism to
a womb–which brings forth life, or a cauldron
which holds powerful herbal potions for magical
transformation.   In later Christian details, the
womb-like feminine cauldron has been divested
into a chalice, which holds Christ’s blood and
which through the ritual of communion, ensures
ever-lasting life for those who partake. All of
these representations share a common lineage
in the horn of plenty and the Roman figure of
Pamona – who symbolized the regeneration of
life at harvest.
The earliest known references to a cauldron
as a magic or “holy grail” originated in Ancient
Ireland with the mythos of the Tuatha De
Danann – a culture of powerful mages and
sorcerers who had arrived and settled on Celtic
lands from the Northern islands of the world,
and were forced underground by successive
groups of invading peoples. They came to be
known in early Celtic tales as the “people of
the hollow hills.” The people of the Tuatha
De Danann held four cultural treasures, each
one representing one of their original land’s
four cities: Murias, Falias, Gorias and Findias.
One of these four items is a vessel known as
the Cauldron of Dagda. Dagda, or “All Father”
was known as their paternal deity. It is said that
Dagda’s cauldron provided an endless stream
of porridge made from milk, flour, fat, pork
and goat meat, to the people who partook of its
bounty. The other items the hollow hill people
brought with them were a stone, known as the
Stone of Fal; a spear of Lug, who was the Celtic
god of the sun, fire and metallurgy; and a sword
belonging to Nuadu, the first king of the Tuatha
De Danann.
It is from the mythology of the hollow hill
people that the earliest visual representation

is made comprising the symbolic balance of a
vaginal or womb-like cauldron with the phallic
image of a spear. The spear of Lug, being
another of the four treasures held by the Tuatha
De Danann.   The archetypal Dagda image of a
druidic male figure holding a cauldron in one
hand and a spear or mallet in the other, is the
basis from which many later Arthurian legends
of divine spears or swords were devised. The
direct visual representation of overt sexual
symbolism implies a very strong correlation
between the male and female aspects of the
Divine in early Celtic spirituality. (Fig. 15)

FIG. 15

The inherent symbolism of the cauldron as
essential to Celtic spirituality has been carried
down through the ages in Druidic and other
Pagan rituals. To the Druids and Witches, a
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cauldron is as crucial an item in ritual as the
altar, and perhaps more so because of its ability
to keep and hold sacred flame; to cleanse, to
transfer energies from a pottage of dead, dried
leaves and flora into tinctures that heal and assist
the body in generating life force.  
The cauldron is a womb of spiritual energy
exchange. It holds the potential for life and death;
renewal, regeneration and endings. It can heal
and hex. It holds ashes of the past; divinations
of the present through herbal offerings and roots
that release their essence to the heat; and can
assist in scrying the future with what is left after
the energy has been transformed. The cauldron
is used as an energetic focal point in Druidic
ritual and as such, if used with proper knowledge
and experience, can amplify the natural psychic
abilities of clairsentience and clairvoyance.
One needs look no further than the archetypal
Samhain image of a female witch with pointed
hat in pitch-black silhouette, tending a bubbling
cauldron blazing with orange heat, as smoke
rises, conjuring a ghostly stream; to see the rich
ancient lineage of symbolism inherited from this
most basic and essential of primitive cultural
items–the cauldron. (Fig. 16)

FIG. 16
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Keep the Celtic Guide coming your way next year by
helping us out with a donation using the DONATE button
on our main page. Every little bit helps. Please consider
being one of those who make this possible for 2016.
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by Cass and Deborah Wright
Bellows Falls, VT, USA

Grant

Gifts come in an endless variety of sizes and
shapes and purposes, and to most adults seeking
happiness down through the ages, they often come
in the form of answered prayers. For a farmer,
a welcome downpour after a month of drought;
for a young swain ablaze with passion, the hand
of his beloved in marriage; for a haggard, weary
mother, a break in an ailing child’s fever. Down
through Scottish history, time and time again,
that desperately desired gift has been a turn of
good fortune in battle, that sudden, sought-for
piece of luck that can turn the tide of warfare
just enough to show a commander, or a captain,
or a warlord an attainable strategy that might
lead to victory.
So it must have been for Kenneth
MacAlpin, the First True King of the
Scots, as he continued to battle Viking
invaders along the Firth of Fife, in 840
AD. Weeks of pursuits and clashes had
led to the warrior king’s encampment
being savagely attacked in the first
grey light of dawn, one sere and chill
September morning, and thus he finds
himself and his troops fighting a grim
retreat down a long sloping brae, with
the just-rising rays of the sun full in
their eyes, and the buffering line of the
MacAlpin cavalry beginning to shred
apart.
If only, he must have thought, if
only we had some way to slow them
down, interrupt this great push, divide
their attention . . .
And then it happened - exactly what
he had so needed, as the opposing line
faltered, halting intermittently, the

attention of the deeper Viking ranks changing
and turning. New troops, entirely unexpected,
had arrived from the east, axes and maces
gleaming, having waited to scream their ancient
battle-cries until the last moment of ambush,
as they rushed upon the surging rear ranks of
the Norse invaders. Falling like brittle wheat
beneath the cyclone of the brutal attack, Pictish
war ponies colliding like sudden thunder against
the invaders’ rear lines, it was now the Viking
forces who had to squint into the rising sun as
they turned to face the fury of these interlopers.
Caught as they were in this new and lethal
maelstrom, pincered between the jaws of a
beast bigger than they had foreseen, the Viking
lines broke, and soon were being shattered, the
remnants fleeing back to their longboats along
the shores of the firth. By noon, the Celtic forces
withdrew from their harrowing pursuit of the
Northmen, knowing that such battles would yet
continue, and the next great one would likely be
leagues from this place.
A battered, but grateful Kenneth sought out
the commander of that troop of deliverers, to
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Grant Tartan and Shield

grasp that Pict’s bloodstained hand in his own,
and speak words of devotion into his ear, in
the language of his royal mother, which they
both had grownup speaking. “I sent for help
from your chieftains, and many days past, but
you have arrived to deliver me - your blood is
my own,” MacAlpin no doubt expressed, “but
name for me your people.”
“We are the Grianach,” the Pictish commander
would have replied, “we are the Sons of the
Sunrise, which is when we rise from sleep; we
eat not, nor begin great journeys, until the sun
is at his highest, and we never ride when his
light is gone from the sky. By these,” he must
have concluded, touching the little solar circles
painted along his collarbones, and upon the
center of his brow, “may all know us.”
“Just so,” the King likely answered, “and
in the tongue of my father, I shall call you
henceforth the Grantach, and you shall ride with
me now as an honor guard, and I shall gift brides
to you from the daughters of my house, and the
daughters of the house of my sisters.”
So thus might it be that the clan who became
known in time, as the Grants began their
bloodline, and ever after claimed the distinction
of belonging to the Siol Alpin, or the Seeds of
the Line of MacAlpin, as do the MacGregors,
and the Stewarts of Appin, and the modern
MacAlpines themselves.
Now, can we suppose that all Grant historians
and archivists might accept such an origin for
their proud clan? Alas, we cannot, for as we strive
to chart those rivers of our genesis, we always
try to straighten out their course and flow, while
endeavoring at the same time to irrigate all the
crops that have sprung therefrom.
According to one long-standing tradition,
the founder of the Grants was none other than
Gregor, second son of Malcolm, an early chief
of the MacGregors, who lived in the mid-12th
century. Purportedly he coined the surname for
his descendants from the Medieval Gaelic word
grannda, meaning “ugly,” in deference to his
own appearance.
Others, however, refute that peculiar

touchstone in favor of the more geographic
explanation of the old tribe’s first territory, that
being the part of the Strathspey district known
as the Plain of the Sun, or griantach, in the local
dialect of the Iron Age Celtic speech. Indeed, that
version might well support the Clan’s eventual
choice for their own heraldic crest, that of a hill
in flames, a reference to the old pagan practice
of honoring the sun each year with balefires at
the beginning of May.
Still others entirely reject a native origin for
the Grants, insisting rather that their ancestors
were Norman, and entered the British Isles in
the retinue of William the Conqueror in 1066.
In this case, the surname would be from an
evolution of a Medieval French adjective
indicating great size, or great importance, such
as Grande, le Grande, or de Grande. As popular
as this historical prelude has become, though,
it still does nothing to explain why this clan
so zealously guards their inclusion within the
ancient roll of the Siol Alpin.
But whatever the family’s starting point, the
first individual from their line whose name is
known was Gregor, the Sheriff of Inverness
during the reign of Alexander II. He was likely
also the same man, recorded later as Gregor
de Grant, who wed Mary, heiress of John
Bisset, Master of Lovat and Aboyne. Their
son, Laurence le Grand, succeeded his father
as a later Sheriff of Inverness, and appears as
having witnessed a deed recorded by the Bishop
of Moray in 1258. Laurence went on to marry
the heiress of Gilbert Comyn of Glencharny,
creating the first connection to that family,
which would serve them in ways both good and
ill in times to come.
A further product of the union of Laurence
and Mary were two sons. The elder, named Ian,
was well remembered by his peers as having
been a strong and outspoken supporter of the
patriot, William Wallace, who in turn valued
Ian’s friendship enough to have knighted him
during his tenure as Lord Protector of Scotland.
Ian’s cousins, John and Randolphe de Grant,
were captured in 1296 at the Battle of Dunbar,
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but, as the Clan had by this time acquired the
lands and holdings of Glenmoriston and Glen
Urquhart (which they still possess, even now)
they were ransomed without great duress.
Undeniably, such resources at hand to protect
one’s family is certainly quite worthy, as gifts go!
As they had for the liberator Wallace, the
Grants stood, and spoke and rode, for the Bruce,
as a Champion of their homeland (despite
their interrelations with the Comyns), and the
unfolding epic of his victories helped to confirm
and establish the Grants’ many, burgeoning
lands and possessions across Strathspey. This
was further strengthened when Sir John Grant,
another Sheriff of Inverness during the 1430s,
married Maud, an heiress of Glencairnie, itself
part of the old Pictish principality of Strathearn;
from that single union of John and Maud, sprang
the Grant family branches of Ballindaloch,
Freuchie, Tullochgorm, Seafield, Corriemony,
and Glenmoriston!
Surely, in all those happy decades, the ancient
pagan sun god, old Beli Mawr, shone down in
all his beneficence on that immense, sprawling
wealth of grain and gold, and cattle and dowries,
which seemed to be making magnates of every
single Grant who could stand upright and shade
his eyes at noon.

Indeed, in the year of 1493, those lands
were erected into the free barony of Freuchie,
of which Sir Duncan Grant is styled the 1st

Laird. A generation later, in 1536, a castle
was built thereon by Sir James Grant, initially
known as Castle Freuchie, which was officially
rechristened Castle Grant in the 1690s. And
what better gift to leave the future generations
of a clan, than a nice, big, stone-solid keep?
But let us dance merrily back from hanging
all this happy holly for just a wee bit, just long
enough to consider a story of Grant family
drama that’s a bit more shadowed than their
more usual sunlit times.
In the years when that mighty Castle was
still young upon the land, a young scion of the
Grants of Stratherick eloped with the daughter
of his host, the MacGregor chief; supported by
over two dozen followers, the newlyweds fled
to Strathspey, taking refuge in a cavern known
as Huntly’s Cave, which was located on land
occupied (at that time) by an elder chieftain of
Clan Comyn, who was widely known as Comyn
of Freuchie. Upon discovering the young couple
and their retinue so encamped, the Comyn
demanded with great urgency that they depart,
but achieved no good result.
No sooner had Comyn retreated however,
than the MacGregor chief arrived, and though in
high dudgeon, was warmly received by his new
son-in-law, who insisted on ignoring the elder’s
wrath, and feasting his arrival instead. During
this hospitality, the young Grant managed to
coordinate the passage of his followers, in
and out of the firelight, to suggest a far greater
number of men at his command than there
actually was. This ruse worked so well that the
MacGregor chief became convinced that his
son-in-law controlled at least three times as
many as was really in his entourage, and this
served to impress the chief into accepting his
daughter’s new husband as a worthy asset.
But such a lucky turn was not quite enough
of a gift for young Grant on his honeymoon,
and he pressed the new rapport with his bride’s
father by persuading the chief to believe that
the Comyn’s earlier visit had been instead an
attempt at an attack, and that vengeance must
be meted out.
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Before dawn broke, a combined force of
Grant and MacGregor attacked the household
of the Comyn, slaying the chieftain, scattering
his men at arms, and seizing his land and
holdings. Now there was a wedding gift for the
bride and groom! But just to top off the nuptials,
the MacGregor chief had the Comyn chieftain’s
skull carefully preserved as a memento, which
is purportedly displayed, even now, at Castle
Grant.
In 1488, a later Sir Duncan Grant’s son, Sir
Ian Grant, joined the Gordon Earls of Huntly,
and the Earls of Mar, in support of James III
against the uprising of the Rebel Noblemen, and
was rewarded with considerable royal favor.
The heady ascension of Clan Grant underwent
considerable turmoil and unrest, however,
beginning in the mid-1620s, when an internal
feud erupted between the Grants of Ballindaloch
and the Grants of Carron. It involved a long and
often dizzying chain of murder, and reprisal,
escape, and outlawry, accusation, and exile,
manhunting, and revenge, and spanned no
less than a dozen years. The final arrests led
to executions that took place in Edinburgh in
1636; although there was frequent involvement
by men from the clans of MacPherson, and
Gordon, and Crichton, no prolonged enmities,
thankfully, bloomed outside the Houses of the
Grants. Oftimes, the gift one least expects, is
simply the vision of further trouble passing
one’s door.
When the Reformation arrived to shake the
religious roots of the entirety of Scotland, the
Grants swiftly converted to the impassioned new
faith of the Kirk, and unequivocally declared for
the National Covenant in 1638. After the Battle
of Inverlochy, however, they hastened to join the
Marquess of Montrose, and thereafter remained
staunchly faithful to the Church of Scotland and
the royalist cause. Sometimes, forgiveness can
be a gift as well, especially from on high.
During the first Jacobite rebellion, in 1689,
Ludovic Grant, the Clan’s 17th chief, sided
with England’s King William and his House of
Orange; following their victory over the Bonnie

Dundee’s forces at Killiecrankie, Generals
Buchan and Cannon descended on the last of
the Jacobite rebels at the Haughs of Cromdale,
finding themselves amply reinforced with
Ludovic and 600 of his loyal clansmen.
This massive display of fealty garnered
for the Chief not only royal appointments as
a colonel in His Majesty’s army, and as the
Sheriff of Inverness (a gift of commemoration
to his forebears, no doubt), but the rare status
of “regality” for his home barony of Freuchie,
allowing him very nearly royal status within his
own lands.
Unfortunately this celestial enrichment was
forfeit when the final Jacobite rebellion was put
to rest, in 1746, for although the high majority of
Clan Grant reliably took to their saddles for the
House of Hanover, the Grants of Glenmoriston
shocked one and all by following the Bonnie
Prince.
The hands that giveth, it would seem, may
also taketh away!
The surviving branches of the Grants in
modern Scotland still hold much of their
ancestral lands, and still wear that crest, upon
their badges, of the Great, Burning Hill, with
which they warm their many memories of
sunlit greatness. A Gift, you might say, from the
Ancestors, to all their beloved descendants!
The Book is Coming…in 2016! The
printing process has been slower to fruition
than anticipated. A compilation of the
first 2 years of Henceforth Tales should
be available for sale at fairs, events, etc.,
some time in 2016. Thank you all for your
patience and your readership.
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by Cass & Deborah Wright

Follow future issues of the Celtic Guide
for further information about 2016
publication. . . and thank you for joining
us at the hearth !
- DW
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THANKS
from Jim
Snow will come, and fires will burn, and to the February issue we’ll turn,
Through holidays and expectations, and maybe even a Christmas vacation.
But before all that, it should be said, that these Celtic pages could not be read,
If it weren’t for so many around the whole earth, who donate their talents to make this all worth
A visit each month to find out what’s new, and listen for maybe a new song or two,
As we escape the world and all of its woes, and scan these digital pages of prose.
So many to thank, and some will be missed, but it’s worth a try just to reminisce.
Carolyn keeps FB and print copies going, even while Buffalo keeps snowing and snowing.
Kathi, out West, wears a proofreader’s holster, and lets nothing get by on this ol’ rollercoaster.
Victoria and Deb, and her fine husband Cass, show up every month with some new bit of class;
Liam brings Obie along for the ride – the adventurous mascot for our Celtic Guide.
Photos and artwork from Cameron and Shane, and Christy, and others we’ve forgotten to name.
Piotr’s from Poland, Toni-Maree from New Zealand, and Pollyanna joins us each time from England.
As do Michelle and Karin, and Crichton, too; Damien, Martin and Jemmy, – quite a crew!
And Canada? What about Alison and Jeanine; and don’t forget Sharron, Kristin and Christine.
Portugal brought Hugo, Germany, Alessandra; Nora’s from Ireland, Austria gave us Sandra.
The Scots? Albert, Ronald, Lucy, Ian and Cailean; Grace and Scott from Northern Ireland, James from Australia;
In the U.S. we have Lily, David and James; Kevin and Grace, you mean there’s more names?
Yes, Allen and Greg and Susan and Gregory; Kelli and Sandy and Cindy and Hilary,
Ryan and Lisa, Kathy and Rowan, I’m sure there must be some names I’m just not showin’.
Let’s see – Laura and Patrick, David and Rod: if I’ve missed even one that would seem pretty odd.
Larry’s great drawings and covers are cool, and Vasilios has offered a drawing or two.
Each and every one listed, made us what we are, and I don’t think were finished, at least not so far.
And what about all those musicans who came, to share their great music and tell us their name?
The Meadows from Wales, the Mudmen of Canada, the “American” Harp Twins; Sandra Mae from Austria;
Phoenix from Romania, Kristyn Murphy from Maine, Haley Hewitt and Izze Rose from the good old USA.
Bonnie Rideout from basically all over the world, and Natalie MacMaster, that Canadian girl.
I’ve likely forgotten someone who deserves mention. If so, I still feel for them equal affection.
What a wonderful bunch of unselfish champs. To one and to all, I can only say, “Thanks.”
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So what’s next? 2016 – that’s what! And it’s just around the corner. As we all take a deep sigh of relief
that the challenges of this year are ending and the hope of next year is upon us, remember that there is
one place you can go, just about any time, to remember your Celtic past, to indulge your Celtic interests,
to express your Celtic soul – Celtic Guide.
We’ll be here next year with lots of new stories, no doubt some new music, Facebook posts, fiction,
non-fiction, poetry, photography, illustrations and so much more waiting to blossom in the New Year, in
a new way, in our renewed spirits. Yeah for 2015, and look out 2016!
And here are the themes for next year. We have some “Good Stuff” coming up!
February - Seasons and Cycles (recurring themes from Celtic culture and history)
April - War and Peace (great men and women, great events from Celtic history)
June - Kith and Kin (stories about family episodes, connections, mysteries)
August - Hearth and Home (stories of old buildings and living structures)
October - Our Halloween issue in whatever spooky form that decides to take next year
December - Gifts (our free-for-all, anything-goes, Christmas gift issue)
We will cover a lot of ground with this list of themes, so get those computers defragged, get those
reading glasses polished, and hang on for another great ride!
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